Walsh Tundra 6000 Factory Applied
Exterior Coating Limited Warranty
15 years - One Time Transfer (Residential)
5 years - Non Transferable (Commercial/Multi Family Housing)
Any product purchased from Walsh Vinyl Windows with a factory applied exterior coating on the vinyl
components is warranted to the Residential Warranty Holder (RWH) against weathering, specifically
"peeling, cracking or blistering from/on the applied surface and significant ultraviolet discoloration
caused by natural environmental atmospheric conditions" (subject to limitations within) for the period
applicable above, relative to the day of application. If the exterior coating should fail, Walsh Vinyl
Windows will, at it's option, replace the coating free of charge, provide replacement parts only at no
charge to the RWH. Recoated or replaced products or components are not guaranteed to match the
original color of the original product or any other fenestration products on the premises due to the
normal effects of weathering over time on exterior applied coatings.
This warranty does not cover any of the following:
Alterations to the factory applied exterior coating ie repainting or staining Minor scratches or visual imperfections
within the quality control standards Damage or scratches to the factory applied exterior coaling that occur after
the product leaves the Walsh factory, regardless of if damage occurs in shipping, installation or handling and
storage of product Any scratches or scoring from normal operation of the window are not considered a
manufacturing defect Any damage caused by an external factor ie. Stucco leach, acidic washes, hard duct tapes,
blowing sand etc.
Improper or lack of maintenance will result in a voiding of this warranty Natural environmental conditions beyond
the control of Walsh Vinyl Windows ie airborne pollutants, or excessive exposure to sun.
Any Act of God, including but not limited to high wind damage, hail, hurricanes, tornadoes etc. Excessive build up
of heat stemming from the use of storm windows, storm doors or shutters under certain instances. Installation
that exceeds or deviates from product design standards, or is not in compliance with local building codes.
● In the instance of a warranty replacement product reinstallation, Walsh Vinyl Windows will not be held
accountable for any labor costs, or any products outside of original products supplied by Walsh Vinyl Windows including but not limited to, flashing metal, caulking, trim nails or insulation,
● Fading or discoloration is normal for any painted material. Walsh Vinyl Windows warrants that the exterior
applied coating will not fade more than 6 Delta E units caused by normal environmental atmospheric conditions. If the coating is found to have faded more than 6 Delta E units, the coating shall be replaced in the field
at Walsh Vinyl Windows expense for the period applicable above.

The warranty expressed herein constitutes the buyer's sole remedy whether arising in contract, tort,
products liability or otherwise and is in lieu of all other warranties either written or verbal.

